Using Design for Health™ in Your Design Practice

“MindClick has been able to bring a tremendous amount of expertise. They have a deep knowledge of sustainability practices and all of that has really helped us to put a program together that’s very efficient.”

DAVE LIPPERT
Marriott International | Vice President of Global Design Procurement
For Inspiration

Use Design for Health “for inspiration and to stay up to date on new trends/ideas/products.”

BLACKDOG STUDIO

Explore Projects

The Explore Projects area in Design for Health™ celebrates the projects and the design teams and vendors supporting healthy interiors.

With a focus on waste reduction, this wall mural not only looks good, it minimizes its footprint by using 100% recyclable packaging.
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For Information

Use Design for Health “during the concept and schematic design phases of a project to gain knowledge on vendor ratings and to gain inspiration from [featured] projects.”

BASKERVILL
For Recognition

Use Design for Heath: “to explore our own company’s projects and see how they compare and contrast to other projects. This would help us determine what we can do to improve our projects.”

MONCUR

Join us! Create Account

Register for Design for Health today and make healthy interiors a standard part of your design practice

Design Vision and Design Team

Share your design projects, demonstrate your design leadership, and gain recognition.